
Instructions for LED bath mirror
Please read this instruction carefully before installation, and refer to it again during the 
installation to ensure a safe and correct installation of the mirror.

Electrical Safety Instructions:

     Please make sure to keep the electrical supply off during installation and maintenance. 

     DO NOT put hard and sharp materials directly against the mirror surface during operation.

     Please to turn off the power supply in storm days.

     DO NOT switch off the power supply directly during normal operation.

     Please turn off the power supply if the product is not used for a long time.

     DO NOT remove protective film or corner protectors until the mirror is completely installed.

     DO NOT use outdoors.

PLEASE KEEP THIS MANUAL BOOK FOR FUTURE REFERENCE.

Product accessories

Measure the distance between the two 
hooks of the mirror.
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Step 1
According to the distance from A, choose 
a suitable height and punch two holes in 
the wall.

Step 2
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Drive the expansion plug into the hole on wall. 
then put screw into the expansion plug, keep 
15mm screw away from wall to hang mirror.

Step 3 Step 5

Mirror  
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Wall plug Screw Balance spacerMirror

According to the needs,  paste spacers on 
the back of the mirror (to keep the mirror 
balanced), and then hang the mirror.

Time/temperature Dimming/color temperatureDefog/time setting

Product Features:
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Power on, then press         to turn the light on, the light is white light. Then second time 

press         , the light will change to warm white light. The third time press         , the light 

change to warm light . Then press         again to turn the light off.

Power on, press         to turn the light on, then keep pressing         , the brightness will change 

accordingly.
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Power on, press        , the mirror can be defogging, Then press         again to stop defogging.
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Power on, keep pressing         to set time, press         to choose 24-hour or 12-hour system, 

keep pressing         to set hour,  keep pressing         again to set minute, press        to increase 

the number.

Operation Instructions:

Input voltage;!!             220-240V                  Input frequency䯤        50/60 Hz

Color temperature;!!!!!!3000~6000k              Waterproof grade:       IP44

Material;!                      5mm environmental protection HD silver mirror

Functions:                    Touch switch, LED light, Defogging, Brightness adjustment

Product parameters: 


